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PROGRAM
MEREDITH MONK (b. 1942)
Backlight 
'I have always thought of the voice as an instrument since I rarely use text, and have  
sought to uncover a full spectrum of vocal sound. Now I am enjoying the process of exploring 
instruments as voices'.  - MM



Masks (arr. Gian Slater)
‘…my interest in the voice goes back even farther, to the first human utterance’ - MM

Gotham Lullaby (arr. Gian Slater)
‘I think we’re all in need of lullabies’. - MM

Urban March (arr. Gian Slater)
‘Each new piece is a new language, a new thing to communicate’ - MM

Realm Variations
‘I have never made a piece quite like this… I’m exploring how a singer and instrument can 
work together to make a third sound that isn’t like either of them individually.’ - MM

ABOUT THE ARTISTS

Rubiks Collective is one of Melbourne’s most dynamic contemporary art music 
ensembles, bringing together some of Australia’s most exciting and versatile young 
performers. Since debuting in 2015, the ensemble has been hailed as 'a formidable 
contribution to Australia’s growing community of contemporary music 
makers' (Partial Durations) and commended for their 'incredibly personal, strangely 
spiritual and ultimately deeply touching' performances (Limelight Magazine). 

Formed at the Australian National Academy of Music, Rubiks has presented events 
in conjunction with Melbourne Recital Centre, Port Philip Council, Forest Collective 
and Melbourne University’s New Music Studio. In 2018, Rubiks embark on their first 
international tour. 

Rubiks Collective recently launched the Pythia Prize, a new commission project 
that will see an Australian female composer collaborate with Rubiks to create a new 
work, to be premiered in 2018 both nationally and internationally. 

Invenio is an innovative large ensemble of improvising and contemporary singers, 
experimenting with the typical vocal group/choral form through conceptual 
composition, extended vocal technique, fluid improvising, choreographed 
movement and inventive performance. Singer/composer Gian Slater formed 
Invenio in March 2010 to perform her large-work commission piece for the 
Melbourne Jazz Fringe Festival. Invenio recently released their debut album, Gone, 
without saying, on the Listen/Hear Collective Label. It is available on Bandcamp, 
iTunes, CD Baby, and from selected retailers.

Melbourne Recital Centre acknowledges the people of the Kulin nation on whose land this concert is being presented.
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